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ABSTRACT
Point clouds are acknowledged as an essential data structure to
represent 3D objects in many use cases, notably immersive expe-
rience settings such as Virtual, Augmented or Mixed Reality. This
work is the first part of a research project on immersive Quality
Assessment of point clouds in different lighting. In this report, I fo-
cus mainly on the physically-based rendering of such data in Unity
3D, and the impact of point cloud compression when considering
various lighting conditions on the objects. These first observations
and results will serve in the implementation of a 6DoF immersive
experiment setting for subjective quality assessment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Point Clouds and Use cases
Point clouds (PC) are the generalization to 3D of the principle
of pixels for 2D images. They are sets of thousands to billions
(depending on the use case) of points that each have 3D coordinates
and various attribute values (color, normals, transparency,...). There
is no spatial connection between the points [14].

The use of point clouds to represent 3D objects has many ad-
vantages compared to 3D meshes, which are the traditionally used
representations in video games, 3D printing and architecture de-
sign. Unlike meshes, they have a faster processing potential as they
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don’t store and process surface related information. And they allow
the representation of non-manifold objects [17].

There exist numerous methods to acquire point cloud data that
fit different use cases. For instance, LIDAR sensors are used to scan
areas or places and get a point cloud representation of the scene.
In this work, we focus on objects or people, static or dynamic (3D
video rather than single frame). Technologies used for acquisition
of such data are plenoptic and RGB-d cameras, camera matrices, or
multi-video camera studios.

These generated data are being used in many fields, like 3D
cartography and cultural heritage archives for static point clouds,
and immersive videos in Augmented or Virtual Reality for dynamic
point clouds, including Virtual Reality streaming and telepresence
for online communication.

Point cloud data can be stored in several file formats, such as laz
and las (LiDAR formats), off, pcd or ply. The last one (PLY: Polygon
File Format) stores a list of flat point coordinates with a variety
of possible properties including color, normals, transparency and
others [14]. It can either be ASCII or binary format, which only
affects the in-file syntax.

1.2 Our goal and contribution
For the last mentioned application case, the compression and ren-
dering of Point cloud objects in immersive scenes is an essential
interest for improvement. Just as for 2D content, its volume can be
an obstacle to fast and fluid streaming, and therefore affect the user
experience. A poor or unrealistic render of an object in a virtual
scene, like objects that don’t blend in the lighting of the environ-
ment, also result in a less immersive experience. These issues can
accentuate the Virtual Reality sickness effects.

To address these issues, compression methods inspired by both
2D and 3D standards are used. These methods are lossy, which
means that they result in a distorted version of the source ob-
ject after decompression. To evaluate these methods’ impact on
users’ visual perception in various use cases, studies of quality
assessment for compressed point cloud data can help. Therefore
the establishment of standards for compression, subjective evalua-
tion methodologies and objective quality metrics are needed. Many
studies already investigate these issues and have run subjective
evaluations in immersive environments [9, 13], but most were with
static participants, 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) rather than 6, and
they didn’t take realism into account.

The goal of our research is to assess the impact of different
lighting conditions on the perceived quality of distorted decoded
point clouds in an immersive scene. This paper first focuses on
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Figure 1: Shader graph for Physically-based render in Unity.

point cloud compression (PCC) and PC rendering in Unity3D. We
present a few first results and observations about physically-based
rendering and lighting of decoded compressed point cloud objects
in a 3D scene. From now on we will refer to these decoded objects
as distorted or compressed PCs).

1.3 Research Questions
The questions that our study investigates are the following:

• Do different types of lighting have an impact on visual qual-
ity perception of point clouds?

• What methods for subjective and objective quality assess-
ment work best for re-lit point clouds?

2 RELATEDWORKS
Our focus has drawn us towards 4 main interests for documentation:
PCC, PC rendering, and PC Quality Assessment.

2.1 Point cloud compression (PCC)
Two methods for point cloud compression have been selected as
standards byMPEG [17]. The first is V-PCC (video-based PCC). Orig-
inally for use on dynamic point clouds, this method compresses the
data using a standard video encoder by computing 2D projections
of the PC (depth maps, texture maps, and others depending on
attributes) [6]. G-PCC (geometry-based) uses 3D encoding methods
such as octrees or trisoups to compress the geometry data of the PC,
and other encoders such as RAHT [3] or PredLift [11] to compress
the attributes. More recently, learning-based methods for PCC have
been an important part of this topic. A well performing and well
known model is GeoCNN [16]. It first voxelizes the PC by parti-
tioning it into blocks and then passes it as input to a trained CNN
auto-encoder for compression and decompression. This method
does not compress the attributes, only the geometry. These 3 com-
pression/decompression methods are used for distorting PCs in the
BASICS dataset [1].

2.2 Point Cloud Rendering in Unity
Unity3D doesn’t have any built-in importer and rendering solution
for PCs. Free and efficient packages are available for this purpose.
They differ depending on the file format and the type of data. For
instance, BAPC [4] is a renderer for very large point clouds, specif-
ically LiDAR scans (.las, .laz files). It uses multiple threads for con-
tinuous real time update of the objects. For different use cases, the
more widely used PCx [18] parses .ply files and imports them to
Unity as contained in either a mesh, a compute buffer or a texture.
With a mesh container, it can then render the point cloud object in
real time in a scene using various shaders. For a more realistic and
immersive render, solutions using visual effects or custom shaders
exist to be able to light the PCs cast shadows. M.Pozzi’s Master
thesis [15] presents a physically based shader graph to color the
object in accordance with the scene’s lighting, using the points’ nor-
mals that should be set as attributes. An example of work making
use of custom shader for the lighting of PC objects is "Dissolving
Realities" [5].

2.3 Subjective Quality Assessment
Plenty of studies regarding the subjective quality assessment (QA)
of point clouds or 3D content in immersive settings exist, all with
various parameters that can still be explored. Nehmé et. al [13]
presents a comparison of many methods for subjective QA of 3D
objects. Results suggest that Double Stimulus Impairment Scale
(DSIS) methodology is most accurate for this type of content. This
result was then used in a QA experiment for colored 3D meshes in
VR display (3DOF) [12]. For more DOFs, Gutiérrez et. al [7] proposes
a subjective experiment in Mixed Reality with 6 DOFs to observe
the influence of real life lighting in MR. For PC quality assessment,
Liu et. al [9] and Ak et. al [1] collected subjective evaluation data
through experiments on PC visualization on 2D display to build
new datasets which respectively are theWPCDatabase and BASICS.
Finally, Evangelos et. al [2] conciliates PC Quality Assessment and
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Figure 2: Example of a point cloud displayed in Unity using PCx’s unlit point cloud shader (right) and a Physically-Based
shader graph (left).

6 DOF Virtual reality to validate the efficiency of their PointXR
toolbox. This last example has most of the characteristics of the
study we aim to run, except for the regard on lighting conditions.

3 PRELIMINARYWORK
3.1 Stating our choices
In this work, we’re using point clouds from BASICS [1]. This dataset
contains source point clouds, their distorted versions with the com-
pression methods mentioned earlier, and subjective experiment
data. We are only interested in the point clouds. As it is currently
used as data for an on-going challenge1, we only had access to the
training set.

Among the available sources, many PCs have normal attributes
that are however not encoded/decoded or mapped to the distorted
versions. The PCs are either LiDAR scans, multi-video capture of
natural objects or people, or converted meshes.

To render the point clouds, we use Unity Game Engine and the
aforementioned PCx package since all our data is in ply format. We
modified the data parser of this package in order to implement and
use the shader (Fig.1) presented in [15], for displaying a realistic
reaction to the light sources of the scene by the PC objects, using
its normals as attributes.

3.2 Subset of data
As the paper is being submitted, we are still working on the pre-
processing of the data and preparation of a subset of BASICS. Since
we want the shadows on the PC to be fully dependent on the light-
ing of the Unity scene, we isolate all the sources that have too
much shadows embedded in the color attribute. Then, we are not
interested in converted meshes for our use case, so we keep only
the PCs of natural content. Because the selected data wasn’t large
and diverse enough, we included single frames of the commonly
used dynamic PCs of 8iLabs [8], in order to have more dynamically
acquired PCs representing people, and sources from WPC[9] and
LS-PCQA[10].

We have a subset of 31 usable sources (18 people, 13 objects)
that are all 800k 1.4M vertices (20 40MB), and all have colors and
available distorted versions. For those who don’t have normals, we
computed them.

1https://sites.google.com/view/icip2023-pcvqa-grand-challenge/home

3.3 Computing normals
As well as some sources, some compressed variants don’t have
decoded or mapped normals, so they’re not compatible with our
shader. In Fig.2, we show the impact that a classic 45° directional
light has on a point cloud rendered with this shader.

To provide a first example of comparison between a rendered
source and its distorted variants in Unity, we computed normals
for the processed PCs using Meshlab’s normals computation filter2.
This filter returns satisfying results for dynamically acquired PCs
of natural content such as people. Fig.3 is a first example of variants
of a same PC rendered with a directional light.

However, our aim is to observe the impact of various lighting on
a subject’s visual quality perception, and for this we need all our
stimuli to have normals as attributes. This Meshlab filter is not an
ideal solution as it doesn’t performwell on all our PCs, notably some
distorted versions, and it can’t be used in real time applications for
such data size ( 1 million points). The normals represent a third of
a PC file’s size. And because we would like to observe the impact
of attribute compression on the normals as well, it is all relevant to
generate our own distorted stimuli with compressed normals.

The different geometry compression methods we will use are
V-PCC, G-PCC and a not yet chosen learning-based method. Ad-
ditionally, we will use compatible attribute coding method that
will get us compressed/decoded PCs with normals and colors as
attributes.

Judging by the first examples with computed normals for the
processed PCs (Fig.3), we can already suggest that adding lighting
to a subjective QA experiment could indeed affect the participant’s
assessment, notably due to how the density of the PC affects the
shadow it casts.

4 FUTUREWORKS
For after our study is complete and subjective data have been col-
lected, additional comparisons and experiments could be done be-
sides data analysis. Comparing our data to the ground-truth of the
source datasets will allow us to observe the real impact of both
the immersive environment and added light conditions on visual
quality perception.

As done in [7], we could also move on to objective QA and
evaluate performance of state of the art metrics for colored PCs
with added light conditions. If results are significant, attempting
similar experiments with dynamic point clouds rather than static
2https://www.meshlab.net/
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Figure 3: Example of variants of a PC rendered in Unity. All distorted variants have computed normals. From left to right:
source (original normals), source (recomputed normals), distorted with V-PCC, distorted with G-PCC, distorted with GeoCNN

would be a step forward to putting our observations in practice for
use cases such as telepresence and immersive 3D video streaming.
Finally, our interest in compression of normals could be extended
to other PC attributes such as reflectance, or generalized to the
relevance of data in efficient compression for satisfying decoding
results.

These suggestions for future works will be investigated and
explored in context of the Phd thesis on visual improvement of
decoded point clouds rendering in extended reality that this study
is setting up.

5 CONCLUSION
We presented our first progress toward our study of Physically-
based render of encoded/decoded PCs for subjective quality assess-
ment experiment. This includes selection of a subset of data relevant
to our use case from the BASICS dataset, and first attempts to im-
port and render these data in lit Unity3D scenes. So far, we suggest
that various lighting settings (orientation, intensity, ...) could have
an impact on visual quality perception.

Immediate continuation of this work will aim to generate new
compressed/decoded PCs by using attribute coding methods on the
normals, in order to compare PCs with distorted normals to PCs
with computed normals. We then plan to run visualization tests of
our Unity scenes with Virtual Reality HMDs, in order to design and
implement a subjective experiment setup.
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